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Beautyself revolutionizes German beauty industry with new Clean Beauty Shop

BEAUTYSELF LAUNCHES CLEAN BEAUTY SHOP FOR CLEAN &
SUSTAINABLE BEAUTY PRODUCTS
Bochum, 23.07.2020. The Bochum-based Beauty-Tech startup Beautyself is expanding its
portfolio with a shop specializing in clean beauty products – with the highest standards in
terms of ingredients, production and sustainability. Beautyself, Europe's first all-in-one
community and platform for beauty and skin care, is thus taking an innovative step towards
the future: The shop meets the increasing consumer demand for transparency regarding
natural ingredients, production conditions and resource management.
The ongoing global corona pandemic played a major role in the development of the
shop. While other companies had to take a step back economically, Beautyself used
the consumers' rethinking in terms of health and self-care for their advantage. "At
the beginning of the outbreak, we noticed a change in behavior and interest in the
subject matter, thanks to the very close contact to our community and with the help
of the analysis of the search queries through which our users came to Beautyself.de.
It quickly became clear that this is not a short-term increase in interest, but a
fundamental change in attitude and buying behavior. Covid-19 has made every
consumer think more about their own health, the environment and their own
consumer behavior", says Olivia Janus, CEO & Founder of Beautyself, about the
reasons for the launch of the Clean Beauty Shop.
This development is particularly noticeable in the consumption of beauty products,
because even before the pandemic, consumers increasingly considered the safety
of ingredients, origin and "cleanliness". According to Janus, the statement "Health
is the new wealth!” has never been more accurate. “The issue of "clean beauty" will
become "safe beauty" in the future. Therefore, our goal is to give consumers more
control over what they consume. Our shop is designed completely to the needs of
our users. In addition, we primarily offer indie beauty brands a platform that
otherwise cannot or do not want to appear on the major marketplaces," adds the
founder of the beauty platform.
These developments can already be observed internationally and show that this is
a continuing movement and not just a trend. With the launch of the Clean Beauty
Shop, the Beauty Start-up will enable a more transparent range of beauty products
that are more natural, sustainable, environmentally friendly and cleaner than those
available on conventional beauty marketplaces. Especially the term "clean" often
poses a challenge, because so far there are no officially defined guidelines in
Germany as to whether a product can really be declared as "clean". Essentially, in
the beauty world "clean" stands for "free of". However, this may refer to many things:
free from harmful ingredients that irritate the skin, dry out the hair, are bad for the
environment or that can be proven to be harmful to one’s health. Whether

manufacturers of products refer to only one ingredient or to all of them is not clearly
regulated.

Marcel Baldt (left) and Olivia Janus (right) offer a strictly limited Clean Beauty Box for the launch of
cleanbeautyshop.com: In 100 boxes at an unbeatable price an exclusive selection of brands is
presented.

"Therefore, it was important for us from the very beginning to create transparency
for the consumer. Our defined standards and "banned ingredients" are prominently
placed and visible to every customer. We have defined these within our team of
cosmetologists, beauty editors and chemists, as well as in exchange with our
community. Of course, we are aware that "Our Promise" to the consumer will only
have an effect if it is implemented. Therefore, compliance is mandatory for all
cooperating brands.
Even though it was difficult for us, we had to reject some brands for placement",
explains Marcel Baldt, COO & Co-Founder of Beautyself. "The users can thus be sure
that all the brands they currently find on www.cleanbeautyshop.com and will find
in the future comply with these standards. In addition, we offer consumers unique
filter options to help them find products that meet their individual needs – whether
it is a search for specific active ingredients or the deliberate exclusion of certain
substances. In addition to basic information such as price and field of application,
users also have the option of filtering according to whether the desired product has
recyclable packaging, has been produced in a climate-neutral manner, supports a
social project or whether the brand was co-founded by a woman.
For the launch of Clean Beauty Shop powered by Beautyself, the company presents
a Clean Beauty Box, limited to 100 pieces, with products of several cooperating
brands. For each box sold, a tree will be planted through the
trilliontreecampaign.org project.
Further information is available at: www.cleanbeautyshop.com
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